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Anna University Exams April / May 2017 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 4th Semester BE/BTECH 

EI6402 ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
Note : Practice Similar Problem also  

Unit – I 
1. Discuss  different types of D.C. generators with its winding diagram 
2. Draw and explain the construction and principle of operation of a DC generator 
3. A long shunt compound wound generator gives 240 V at full load output of 100 A. The resistances of 

various windings of the machine are armature (including brush contact) -0.1Ω, series field 0.02Ω, 
interpole field 0.025Ω, shunt field -100Ω, the iron loss at full load is 1000 W; windage a 
friction/losses total 500 W. Find the full load efficiency of the machine 

4. A 250 kW, 500 V, long shunt compound generator develops 480 V on no-load when running at 1000 
rpm. The speed of the machine falls to 975 rpm on full load and the terminal voltage rises to 500 V. 
If the increase in flux from no-load to full load is 15%, calculate the value of the armature 
resistance. The series and shunt field resistances are 0.02 Ω and 100 Ω respectively. Assume a 
voltage drop of 1 V per brush 

5. Describe with neat sketch the construction of DC machines 
6. A shunt generator delivers 50 kW at 250 V and 400 r.p.m. The armature and field resistances are 0.2 

and 50 ohms respectively. Find the speed of the machine running as a shunt motor and taking 50 
kW input at 250 V. 

7. Draw a neat diagram showing the salient parts of a DC motor. Explain the function of each in detail. 
8. Explain working of a 3-point starter 
9. A DC series motor runs at 500 rpm on 220 V supply drawing a current of 50 A. The total resistance of 

the machine is 0.15Ω, Evaluate the value of the extra resistance to be connected in series with the 
motor circuit that will reduce the speed to 300 rpm. The load torque being then half of the previous 
to the current 

Unit – II 
1. Discuss different types of 1-phase transformer with neat diagrams 
2. A 250/500 V transformer gave the following test results: Short circuit test with low-voltage winding 

shortcircuited : 20 V, 12 A, 100 W. Open circuit test ; 250 V, 1 A, 80 W on low-voltage side. Estimate 
the circuit constants and draw the equivalent circuit. Also determine the efficiency when the output 
is 10 A at 500 V and 0.8 power factor lagging. 

3. The following data were obtained on a 20 kVA, 50 Hz, 2000/200 V distribution transformer: OC test 
with HV open-circuited : 200 V, 4 A and 120 W SC test with LV short-circuited : 60 V, 10 A and 300 W 
Estimate all the parameters of the equivalent circuit referred to the HV and LV sides of the 
transformer 

4. The following data refers to a single phase transformer turn ratio 19.5:1, R1 = 25Ω, X1 = 100Ω, R2 = 
0.06 Ω, X2 = 0.25 Ω, No load current = 1.25. A leading the flux by 30°. The secondary delivers 200 A 
at a terminal voltage of 500 V and pf of 0.8 lagging. Determine with the phasor diagram, the applied 
voltage, primary power factor and efficiency 

5. The test results obtained on a 1 phase 20 KVA, 2200/220 Volts transformer are: OC test : 220 V, 1.1 
A, 125 W; SC test : 52.7 V, 8.4 A, 287 W The transformer is fully loaded. Find the load p.f. for zero 
voltage regulation 
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6. The primary and secondary windings of a 30 kVA, 6.6 kV / 240 V transformer have resistances of 10 
Ω and 0.013 Ω respectively. The leakage reactance of the windings are 17 Ω and 0.022 Ω. Estimate 
the percentage voltage regulation of the transformer when it is delivering full-load at 0.8 pf lagging 
at the rated voltage. 

7. Explain in detail about various types of connections used in three phase transformer 
8. A 50KVA ,4400/220V transformer has R1=3.45 Ω R2=0.009 Ω. The values of the reactance are x1=5.2 

Ω and x2=0.015 Ω. Evaluate the equivalent resistance as referred to primary, equivalent resistance 
as referred to secondary, equivalent reactance referred to both primary and secondary, equivalent 
impedance referred to both primary and secondary, total cu loss first using individual resistances of 
the two windings and secondly using equivalent resistances as referred to each side 

 
Unit – III 

1. explain (a) principles of an alternator (b) emf equation of a 3ϕ alternator (c) load power factor of an 
alternator.(d) vector diagram of a 3ϕ alternator 

2. Explain the principle of operation of a synchronous motor 
3. A 3.3 kV star connected synchronous motor has a synchronous reactance of 5.5 Ohms. It operates at 

rated terminal voltage and draws 750 kV from the supply at 0.8 leading p.f. Find its p.f. when the 
motor shafts load is 1000 kW with same excitation 

4. A 400 V, 3 phase, star connected synchronous motor has an armature resistance of 0.2 Ω per phase 
and synchronous reactance of 2 Ω per phase. While driving a certain load, it takes 25 A from the 
supply. Find the back emf induced in the motor if it is working with (1) 0.8 power factor lagging, (2) 
0.9 power factor leading, and (3) unity power factor 

5. Discuss ‘V’ and inverted ‘V’ curve of a synchronous motor 
6. A 75 KW, 400 V, 4-pole, 3-phase, star connected synchronous motor has a resistance and 

synchronous reactance per phase of 0.04 Ω and 0.4 Ω respectively. Compute the open-circuit emf 
per phase for full load 0.8 p.f lead and gross mechanical power developed. Assume an efficiency of 
92.5%. 

7. A 2000 V, three phase star connected synchronous motor has an effective resistance and 
synchronous reactance of 0.2 Ω and 2.2 Ω per phase respectively. The input is 800 KW at normal 
voltage and the induced line emf is 2500 V. Evaluate the line current and power factor 

8. Discuss in detail the phenomenon of ‘hunting’ in a synchronous machine. 
Unit–IV 

1. Describe in detail, the construction and working principle of three phase induction motor 
2. explain the construction and principle of operation of three phase slip ring induction motor. How is 

the construction different in squirrel cage induction motor 
3. The efficiency of a 400 V, 3 phase, 6 pole induction motor drawing a line current of 80 A at 0.75 p.f. 

at 4% slip is 85%. Find the shaft output and shaft torque 
4. With a neat diagram, explain the starting of slip-ring induction motor 
5. Discuss in detail the various methods of speed control of induction motor 
6. Draw a neat schematic diagram of any one starter used with induction motor and explain its 

working. 
7. Briefly describe the speed control of three phase induction motors by (i) frequency, and (ii) number 

of poles 
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8. A 100kW, 330V, 50Hz, 3 phase, star connected induction motor has a synchronous speed of 500 
rpm. The full load slip is 1.8% and full load power factor 0.85. Stator copper loss is 2440W, iron loss 
is 3500W, rotational losses is 1200W. Evaluate (i) rotor copper loss, (ii) the line current and (iii) the 
full load efficiency. 

9. Discuss the slip-torque characteristics of 3-phase induction motor 
Unit – V 

1. Discuss different type of single-phase induction motor with necessary diagram 
2. Write short notes (a) Hysterisis motor (b) Universal motors. 
3. Describe the construction, working principle and applications of shaded-pole single phase induction 

motor with neat diagrams 
4. Write short notes on the working principle of Reluctance Motors. 
5. Explain the construction, working principle, characteristics and applications of Universal motor with 

relevant diagrams. 
6. With a neat diagram describe the working principle of Brushless DC motor 
7. Describe the construction and principle of working of switched reluctance motor with neat diagrams 

and mention its applications. 
8. explain the construction and working principle of Permanent magnet synchronous motor 
9. A universal series motor has a resistance of 30 Ω and an inductance of 0.5 H. when connected to a 

250 V dc supply and loaded to take 0.8 A it runs at 2000 rpm. Determine the speed, torque and power 
factor, when connected to a 250 V, 50 Hz ac supply and loaded to take the same current 

10. With neat sketches, using the double field revolving field theory, explain why a single phase induction 
motor is not self-starting 
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